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pounds of metal very hot -qui te  hot improportion as  it is thick. Now 
when that engine is shut dawn heat is there as  insensible heat of the 
metal, and the jackets are full of water-X pounds of water and Y 
pounds of hot metal. If the. weights and heats involved are  figured out 
you will find in a big engine there is enough heat in the metal to evaporate 
all the water to steam and you would still’have some left to conduct out 
to more distant parts, which should be cold-parts which are designed to  
he cold, hut which, when hot, crack. Especially is that true when after 
such a shut-down and a general heating somebody starts the engine and 
shuts a lot of cold water u p  against the surface. That  condition can be 
eliminated only by completely independent jacket-water circulators sepa- 
rately driven by another engine, which permits the running of the water 
so long as  water conies out from the discharge with any rise in tempera- 
ture over the intake. In other words, the water should be continued 
through such an engine until it ceases to  become warm, and that may be 
from twenty minutes to  half an hour after the shutdown, depending on 
the size and style of machine. 

This 
question of auxiliary arrangement and starting by an auxiliary engine is 
just  as important for study as the engine itself. There is “just as muclt 
room for improvement as in the engine structure, as  a structure, or the 
engine parts that are concerned with its functional operation. 

Getting back now to the beginning, it must be admitted, and the more 
you study it the more willing you will, be to admit it, that, while we have 
made very considerable progress with the heavy-oil engine, that progress 
is by no means ended. In fact, we can go much further yet than.we Iiavc 
already gone, and we  can make the heavy-oil engine meet conditions it  has 
heretofore failed to meet. 

A similar discussion could be carried on about other auxiliaries. 

THE INFLUENCE OF H E A T  T R E A T M E N T  O N  THE ELEC- 
TRICAL P R O P E R T I E S  OF STEEL. 

THE INFLUENCE 01.‘ H E A T  TREATMEKT O N  THIS ELECTRICAL AND TAi3tX:AI. 
RESISTIVITY A N D  TIIERhlO-ELECTRIC P0TC.NTIAL OF S O M E  STEELS.* 

BY EDWARD D. CAMPBELL and WILLIAM C. DOWD. 

(University of Michigan, Ann .4rbor, U. S. A.)  

The  principal object of the present investigation-which is far from 
being compiete-was to conduct a preliminary study of the correlation of 
electric and thermal properties of steels in the light of the solution theory 
if accepted in the full sense of the term. 

Although an  apparent connection between thermal and electricai conduct- 
ance in metals had previously been noted by Forbes, it was the systematic 
work of Wiedcnian and Franz in 18% which demonstrated the relationship 
was probably a definite one. If this were the case it would be reasonable 
to expect both electrical and thermal restivity in metals might be due to  
the same at,omic or molecular mechanism. Although numerous investiga- 
tors studied the relation existing between electrical and thermal resistivity 
in metals subsequent to Wiedeman and Frahz’s publication, it was the cx- 
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haustive work of Ja-r and~fDissabboret which1 demorlrtrated that the 
ratio of the electrical to the thermal rtsirtivity is approximately conetant 
for pure~mebls, but dots not hdd cquaUy well for impure metab or a]loys. 
In  1697 Schukef‘ w s r t r e d  tbe thermal and elaftrical conductivities of five 
carboo .steels and 9ne tnEDganese ctee!, and showed that this Wiedernnn 
uul Frant law Id oot hold iqgfhe p a w  of these metals. I t  i s  now gcn- 
erally caacedad $at the Wiedsman and lFranz law-that is. the ratio af the 
electrical to the ,thermal rqiptivity in absolute units-holds quite closely 
for pure metals, h i  about 6.8 X l+-? I t  does mf however, hold very 
closely for impure m3als or alloys, although in general qny marked c h w e  
in electrical resistivity is accompanied by a corresponding change in thtrqql 
resistivity. During the past twenty years physicists have carried out a 
great number of ex erhnents in order to determine with an increasing de- 
gree of accuracy t t e  correlation of electrical and ‘thermal resistivity in 
metals, with special view to the influence of the temperature a t  which the 
measqrements wcre made on this relationship. In almost all tKis work 
metals or alloys of metals other than iron were employed. Very few, i f  
any, systematic measurements of *e thermal resistivity. of steel have been 
made. although the fact. that there ‘is a close relationship between the 
chemical covtitution and electrical resistivity of steel has been recog- 
nized for h r e  than fifty years, and has served as a basis for many 
rebearches. 

Although the solution thcory of metals, as it is now termed, was first ad- 
vaticed more than a century ago, to the greAt majority of physicists and 
metallurgists the term is almost a meaningless phrase, since they still re- 
fuse realty t accept as a mental concept the essential unity of the mechan- 
ism of m r t a h  and aqueous solutions. They all recognize and take into 
account the part played by the solvent as differentiated from that played by 
the solute in ordinary solutions, and yet, when studying the properties of 
metallic solutions, many of them refuse to recognize the essential unity of ’ 
mechanism, and make little or no effort to differentiate between the part 
played ky the sokrent qnd that by the solute. It would seehi entirely 00s- 
sible that, if metallic Jdlutionb were regarded’ from ekaCtly the same view- 
point as ordinary solutions, reasonable explanations for many well-known 
phenomena might be found which cannot be satisfactorily explained in any 
other way. 

In 1915 one of the a u t h o d  gave experimental evidence to substantiate 
the conception that total electrical resistivity of steel must be considered 
as made up of two components-first, that due to the solvent, and, second, 
that portion due to the carbides in solution; the effect of these latter on 
the electrical resistivity being proportional to the concentration of the 
carbides actually in solution. It was there suggested that, as in aqueous 
solutiuns, it is the moleculeb in solution which are capable of r a t t i n g  with 
different forma of &net@, and consequently the electrical resistivity would 
be dependent on the m d h a l a r  eonceatration of the carbides in solution, 
since by their reactivity these chrbidcs would e a s e  electtical ehcg‘y to  
disappear ag dbch an& reappear in the form of heat. 

fn a later ape@ the dependence of the electttcal. fislstivity cn the con- 
cematkm o t t h e  cafbides m salurion was confirmed, and it was further 
sWwn that i f  carbides are thC mly solutee present in notkeebk amounm 
the therrho-tkoiric potential due to dissolved carbid- is a ftinction af tht 
concentration. In t h a t  m e  papew it was further shown &at electrical 
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conductance is almost entifely through the solvent, while electrical resis- 
tivity is only in part due to the solvent, frequently as much as 80 per cent 
or more of the total resistivity being due to the solutes in solution. 

Experimental.-The experimental bars used were all madined down to a 
uniform size of 6 mm. square by 15 cm. in length from stock samples of 
larger bars furnished by the courtesy of the same companies which have 
sup lied us with bars in our previous work. The composition of the 
stet& used in the present research is given in Table I. 
In annealing the steels used a number of sample bars were usually 

packed in an electrically-heated furnace in such a way as to avoid oxidiza- 
tion, and the temperature raised overnight to that qtated as the temperature 
from which each sample was annealed, after which the furnace was allowed 
to cool for a4 hours and the large sample bar3 removed. It was from 
the sample bars thus annealed that the small experimental bars used for 
quenching were machined. All temperatures, whether of annealing or 
quenching, were measured by means of standard platinum-rhodium ther- 
mocouples standardized at intervals against the melting-point of pure silver 
taken at 981 degrees C. 

The method of hardening the small ban was essentially the same as that 
employed in this laboratory for some years and described in detail in 1915.f 
The bars to be quenched were suspended in an electrically-heated furnace 
so designed that, no matter how long they were kept in the furnace, there 
was no oxidization, and carburization, if occurring at all, did not exceed 
0.02 per cent. The bars were kept in the heated chamber as a rule one 
hour, the temperature being measured by a thermo-couple placed a mm. or 
3 mm. from the bars under treatment. The quenching bath was a large 
volume of ice-water, and, as in our previous work, the time required to 
transfer a bar from the furnace to the quenching bath WBL a little less than 
one second, the same amount of time being q u i r e d  ta idol the bar from 
the quenching temperature to below a red heat. Experience in this labora- 
tory has tended to show that bars which are perfectly clean and bright cool 
somewhat more quickly on quenchin than the samcsi2rtY bars which have 
been heated in a fused salt bath. h e s e  lattst, on withdrawing from the 
heating bath, are covered with a thin film of fused saki which appreciably 
retards the cooling effect of the water. Enough bars of each kind of steel 
were quenched to enable the specific ‘resistivity w d  thermo-electric poten- 
tial to be measured at the same time. Thermal resistivity was measured 
on one of these bars after the other measurements %ad been mtide. After 
all the bars had been quenched they were carefully palished and the 
measurements of specific resistivity, thermo-eledromotive force. and 
thermal resistivity made with no more delay than was necessary. Numer- 
ous experiments in this labratory have shown that, or\ acwunt of the in- 
stability of the solid solution produced by quenchi steel in cold water, the 

even at room temperature within a comparatively short time. 
The specific resistances were measured in all cases on bars kept im- 

mersed in an oil bath and maintained at a constant temperature of 26 deg. 
C. The method of determining specific resisWnce W ~ S  the same as that 
heretofore employed, that is, by m v r i n g  the fall in potential between 
knife-edges clamped to the bar 10 cm. apart, while a current of constant 
density was flowing through the bar. 

On account of the rapid change in chemical constitution of hardened 
steel with increase of temperature it was thought best to make the meas- 
urements of specific jesistances, thermo-electrqrnotive potential, and ther- 

specific resistivity and correlated properties will Y all off very appreciably 
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ma1 resistivity without allowing the temperature of the bars at any time 
to uccdcd 85 deg. C. or 40 deg. C. The thermo-electromative force i w 8 -  
ured, therefore, was that due to the temperature gradient between Q dcg, C. 
and 85 deg. C. The method em~loytd wan a modification of tbe one used 
a year ago and described im detail in one of our previous papers.* In the 
method used ia the present work three bars of the same steel and sebjected 
to the same heat treatment were clamped tqgetker to form a triple com- 
pound bar, to the ends of which were attached, by means of pure iron 
clamps, the annealed ingot iron leadr connecting the ends of the comoouncl 
bar with the galvanometer by means of which the potential was measured. 
One end of the compound bar was maintained, as in our previous work, 
at 0 deg. C. by mean6 of crushed ice, whik the other was immersed in 
the same oil bath as that used for specific resistivities, which wqs main- 
tained a t  a5 deg. C. Thus the thermo-eleotromotive force, measured and 
expressed in micro-volts, represents the difference in therrno-electromot;ve 
potential of the steel in question and pure irQn over the temperature 
gradient from 0 deg. C. to !a5 deg. C. 

As the work herein described is in a sense a preliminary study of the 
correlation of electrical and thermal resistivities without any attempt to 
determke the absolute relationship, the thermal resistivities SO far deter- 
mined have all been relative, that of pure ingot iron being taken as unity. 
It is hoped that later new determinations of thermal resistivities will be 
made with improvements in the apparatus which will enable such measure- 
ments to be made under more favorable conditions, and with a higher de- 

ree of precision, so that the results may be reduced to absolute units. 
h e  method employed of measuring the relative thermal resistivities herein 
given was one of the stationary temperature type, the technique of which 
was developed under the direction of Dr. Carleton V. Kent, of the Depart- 
ment of Phy:ics. The detailed,,description of this method of Dr. Kent is 
given in the Physical Review of 1917. 

The method of determining the relative thermal resistivities is briefly as 
follows: The bars, 6 mm. square and 15 cm. in length, art provided with 
two holes a little less than 1 mm. in diameter and 4% mm. in depth, one 
hole being 6 mm. from the cold end ;;f the bar and the other 10 cm. from 
the same end. These holes are for the insertim of fine copper-constantan 
thermo couples, by means of which the difference in temperature between 
each of the holes 2nd the surrounding space i s  meisured The holes were 
filled with paraffin oil before inserting the thermocouples, a better thermal 
contact being thus obtained between the couple and the steel than when the 
oil was not used. About 3 cm. of one end o f  the h r  was inserted in a 
small heating coil, by means of which the temperatur: of the bar at the 
hot end could be easily raised and maintained constant for any desired 
length of time. The bar, supported in the heating coil and with thermo- 
couples in popition, was inserted into the center of a heavy steel cylinder, 
20 em. inside diametcr and H) cm. tong, and closed at  the inner end with a 
heavy rteel plate This steel cylinder was, in turn, boxed in, in order to 
avoid local air currents. The mass of the mctal-something inore than 
20 kg.-was sufficient to maintain reasonable constancy of temperature 
throughout the interior du+g a ‘given experiment. After a bar whose 
thermal resistivity waa to & measured had been inserted into the steel 
cylinder, a Zurrent was t u m d  on through the heating coil until :he 
thermocouple ,showed a rise of about 10 deg. C. The coppr-con’stantan 
thermocouple3 uaed were made of very fine wires, e3ch being calibrated 
against a staadwd thermometer. The couplcs gave a deflection of about 8 
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mm. per e&h degree, so that temptratures could be rcadily ~nramred to  
within less than 0.06 dcg. C. Since all the bars were of the same dimensions, 
the therrlocoupre hdeg were the same distahces from t h  cold end in every 
clrse, an8 the temperature of the higher point of mcardrement was sab- 
stantially m m e t  in all cases, the diffelvnce h temperatura at  drc cotd 
and hat points of meamternend must have been directly dependent upon the 
thermal resistivities of th t  bar@. Uewally from 1% to 2 hours 'were' te- 
quied fdr the system to come to equilibrium. When this had been at- 
tained, the ratio of the tertlperdture difference at the hot and cold e,ds of 
the bar was calculated. Dr. Kent ha3 shown that the ratio 

'l-cos a I, in wtrijr simplified equation a= 
where h is the heat lost to the enclosare from 1 sq. un. of tlie dr face  per 
degree excess temperature, p is the perimeter, c is the conductivity, and q is 
the cross-section of the bar. From mathematical tables giving hqerbalic 
functions, a 1 may be fouad frbnt the experimentally determined tempera- 
ture ratio$ . Since we are interested in the reciprocals of the conductivity or 
the resistivity, the relative resistivities may be easily found from 'the 
(al)'s, as h, p, q and 1, the distance between the hot and cold points of 
measurement, are the same for each bar. The resistnrtics would, there- 
fore, be diqectly proportional to the square of the (a  1)'s. 

* 6- 
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The results i f  the measuremedts of the specific fesistance at 25 deg, C., 
of the r lative thermar resistivity, and of the thermo-electromptive force 
of the &e steels in the annealed conilition, are given in 'Fdble 11, in which 
the .6t&fS are ardriljed in drder of increasing bpecific resistancg. In this 
table i s  a170 given the specific t'tsistance of the pure in @ iron which is 
taken as unity i n  the detkrminPtion of relative therrnaf! resistivities and 
which'i9 also used in opposition to the different 'steels when determining 
the ivfmo-electromotive potential. "he small numbers ih parentheses 
followiq the names of the stdelp as given in Tables I1 serve to identify the 
points cbrres aiqg with &ch &el, as shown graphically in Figs. 1 aria 2. 

In '?able F a r e  given the Corres onding measurementd made on the 
same steels as thdse gived in Table I[ but with the steels in the quenhed 
or  hardened condition. The ,sfeels are again arranged in order of in- 
creasing specific resistance, but it will be noted, from the small figures in 
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parentheses following the name of ehch steel, that the order of arrange- 
ment of the steels in the hardened condition is quite different from what 
it was when the steels were annealed. 

In order to bring out the correlatim of the thermal and electrical re- 
sistivities as influenced by chernicai constitution and heat treatment, the 
results of the measurements given ih Tables I1 and I11 a rc  shbwn graph- 
ically in Figs. 1 and 2. In these the specific resistances in microhms are 
shown on the absciss, while the corresponding relative thermal resistivity 
atid thermo-electromotive potentials are shown on the ordinates. It will 
be noted that the curve of relative thermal resistivity is approximately 
a straight line except for two points, 8 and 9, of the steels SN1 and SN3, 
both of which are high silicon steels, the silicides apparently giving a dis- 
tinctly higher ratio of electrical to thermal resistivity than do carbides or  
other solutes. 

A study of the data given in Tables I1 and 111, and of the curves shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2, reveals some interesting relationships, especially if viewed 
in the light of the solution theory of steel accepted in the full sense of the 
word. If steel is regarded as made up of a solvent and solutes, we may 
get an approximate idea of the relationship of that portion of the electrical 
resistivity due to solutes to that portion of the thermal resistivity 
due to solutes by subtracting from the total specific resistance 
the specific resistance of pure iron (10.04), and from the total relative 
thermal resistivity that of pure iron (1.00). and then finding the ratio of 
the electrical resistivity to the relative thermal resistivity. The ratio of the 
electrical resistivity to its relative thermal reaistiviky of pure iron 
would, of course, be 106. If, in the case of the annealed steels, we calcu- 
late by the method above just suggested-the ratio of the electrical resis- 
tivity to the relative thermal resistivity-we find this varies from 14.3 
to 19.7 in the case of SN3, in which the solute is almost entirely 
silicide. In the case of the hardened steels the ratio of the electrical 
resistance to the relative thermal resistance due to solutes varies from 
13.4 to  17.4, the highest ratio again being due to that of SN3, containing 
the highest concentration of silicides. These ratios are all noticeably 
higher than the ratio found in the case of pure iron solvent and confirm 
what has been known for many years-that the Wiedeman and Franz law 
does not hold in the case of impure metals or alloys, the electrical resis- 
tiQity of such metals increasing more rapidly than the thermal resistivity. 
In all the steels under examination the effect of quenching has been to in- 
crease both the electrical and thermal resistivity, the extent of this change 
being closely connected with the percentage of carbon in the steels. This 
would be expected, since it is the carbides which precipitate from solution 
when the steel is annealed and again pass into solid solution when heated 
above Ac3 just before quenching 

In 1916* a hypothesis to account for electrical resistivity in steels was 
advanced. This hypothesis assuhed the essential unity of mechanism of 
solid solutions and of aqueous solutions, and attributed that portion of the 
total specific resistivity due t o  carbides in solution to  th t  ttansfbrmdtion 
of electrical energy into heat, this transformation being due to the fact 
that it is those molecules in solution that are most reactive toward any 
form 6f energy. If heat is assumed to be made up of two forms of 
motion, one portion being electronic and the rest atomic or molecular 
motiotl, we might ea’silqi find a reasonable explanation for the correlation 
between electrical ahd thermal resistivities based on the solution theory in 
the full Sense of the wotd. It‘ molecules of solutes in solution a t e  capable 
of reacting with electrical errergy arid transforming a portion of this - 
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electronic motion into atomic or rholecular motion, thus producing elec- 
trical resistivity, it would be only reasonable to expect that the same mole- 
cules in solution which could transforin electronic motion of electricity 
would also be capable of transforming that portion of heat which exists as 
electronic motion into atomic or molecular motion. Under this concep- 
tion we wotild expsct a close relationship between the electrical and ther- 
mal resistivities of steel, since they both become dependent upon the chem- 
ical constitution. 

When carbides are the only solutes present to any considerable extent it 
was shown in the paper before referred to that there is a parallelism be- 
tween the thermo-electromotive potential of these carbides and the specific 
resistance, both being dependent on the concentration of the carbides in so- 
lution. From the curve of the thermo-electromotive *potential shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2 it will be evident that the thermo-electromotive potential is 
dependent upon the chemical composition of the solutes as well as on the 
concentration. Under the conception of the essential unity of mechanism 
of metallic and aqueous solutions the assumption that the thermo-electro- 
motive potential of solutes in solid solution is exactly analogous to the 
solution tension of electrolytes in aqueous solution would offer a simple 
explanation for the changes in thermo-electromotive potential due to dif- 
ferences in chemical composition and heat treatment. If a cell be set up 
with an aqueous solution of a single electrolyte A, the electro-motive 
force of such a cell-will be dependent 011 the chemical composition and 
concentration of the electrolyte. If a second cell be set up with an electro- 
lyte B, of higher solution tension than A, the electromotive force of the 
second cell will be higher than that of the first for a given concentration. 
If a cell be set up with a mixture of these electrolytes, A and B, the elec- 
tromotive force of such cell will not be additive, but will be intermediate 
between that of A and B, never reaching as high as when B alone is 
present. An exactly analogous change will be found in the thermo- 
electromotive potential of steels when the concentration of the solutes in 
solutjon is  changed by heat treatment. When the thermo-electromotive 
potential of the solute in solution, other than carbides, is higher than that 
due to carbides in solution, the thermo-electromotive potential of such 
steels in the hardened condition tends to be lower than that of the same 
steel annealed, since in the annealed condition the carbides are  very 
largely precipitated. This is most strikingly illustrated in case of SN1, 
where we find a distinct drop in thermo-electromotive potential brought 
about by quenching. although the specific and thermal resistivities are  both 
markedly increased due to the increased concentration of the solutes in 
solution-“ Engineering.” 

EMERGENCY FLEET ENGINES. 

The ?OO-.H.P. engine bujlding a t  the Buckeye Engine Company, Salem, 
Mass., 1s illustrated on the opposite page. The cylinder diameters in 
inches a re  15% 26, and 44. Stroke is 26 inches. Piston valves are used 
on all cylinders, their diameters in inches being 71/16, 141/16, and 15. 
Length of valves is 3 feet 15/16 inch. 

T h e  engjne frame consists of forged front columns, 4% inches in 
diameter, and cast A-shaped rear columns which carry the crosshead 
guides. The  columns a re  about 7 feet high. Shafts are 8 %  inches in 
diameter, with cranks set at  120 degree angle. 

The details of design follow conventional designs.-€%. 


